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MakoRabco Welcomes Cody Lopez as New 
Regional Sales Manager 

Carlsbad, CA, October 20, 2023 

MakoRabco, the award-winning, nationwide leader in designing, supplying, and installing self-

storage facilities, is proud to announce Cody Lopez has become the new regional sales 

manager for the Southwest territory. Cody joins MakoRabco’s sales team from within the 

company, having worked as a project manager for MakoRabco for 4 years.   

Cody attended Greenville University where he got a bachelor’s degree in business 

management, and then Ashford University where he got his MBA in project management. After 

graduating, Cody entered into the construction industry in 2017, and spent the next few years 

honing his skills as a project manager. Cody joined the world of self-storage in 2019 when he 

became a part of the MakoRabco team. During his time as a project manager for MakoRabco, 

Cody helped countless self-storage facilities across the country become a reality. This unique 

hands-on experience and knowledge will prove invaluable in his new position.  

“My construction management experiences over the past 6 years have prepared me to work 

alongside our developer partners to help their plans become reality. I look forward to  
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sharing my knowledge and experience with our clients,” stated Cody. “The mentorship I have 

received from Mako’s founder leaders Caesar, James, and Robert, and our current executive 

leadership team has given me a deep appreciation for our clients and their needs. I’m honored 

to continue in their legacy of a focused approach to relationships, providing high-quality 

customer service, and executing on our vision of being the best Metal Building option for the 

Storage industry.”  

MakoRabco is excited to have Cody as part of the sales team and look forward to the expertise 

and knowledge he will bring to this new role.   
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